Look who’s talking: Eliciting the voices of children from birth to seven is an international seminar series bringing together researchers and practitioners who work in this developing area. The aim is to move debate forwards and develop guidelines for practice and to generate theory to inform the implementation of Article 12 of the UNCRC with young children.

To aid the discussions and ensure that we have an appropriate practice base, we are collecting examples of practice from across our networks to exemplify how voice is being elicited with young children.

**We are interested in what you do**

Examples can be submitted through the project website. You can be as creative as you like with what you submit to represent this practice, for example, written reflections, photos, work samples, outcomes, children’s drawings, classroom displays or any other representation that you can think of, as long as it can be uploaded to the website.

The website is secure and located on the University of Strathclyde server.

Please ensure that you have permissions for any submission (from your institution, from the families and children involved).

Make sure all submissions are anonymised – see the guidelines on the website.

We do not see any risks to your participation if these guidelines for anonymisation are followed.

At point of submission you will be asked for your contact details. These will be kept within the database but will not be accessible by anyone beyond the core project team and will only be used if we would like to use your example further for publication or to share with wider circles. You will have permission to say no and can withdraw your vignette at any time.

At no point will the name of your organisation and the evidence that you submit be connected apart from in the online secure database.

For further information: Professor Kate Wall, University of Strathclyde
Kate.Wall@strath.ac.uk 0141 444 8067

[www.voicebirthtoseven.co.uk](http://www.voicebirthtoseven.co.uk)

For further information about the ethical process of this research contact Dr Virgine Theriault (Chair of the School of Education Ethics Committee): Virginie.THeriault@Strath.ac.uk